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General
1.   What is Catalyst™? 

Catalyst is a new online learning platform designed to help organisations shape their culture 
by equipping people with the social and emotional skills needed for more effective interactions 
at work. Catalyst takes participants through the Everything DiSC® assessment experience 
and provides them with their own online account containing their Everything DiSC on Catalyst 
profiles, personalised learnings, videos, podcasts, comparisons and more. It provides a defined 
pathway for continued learning and use of DiSC. 

2.   What do learners experience with Everything DiSC® on Catalyst™? 
Participants complete the Everything DiSC® Assessment consisting of Everything DiSC 
Workplace, Management, Agile EQ and Productive Conflict survey questions via the new 
interactive and modernised Catalyst platform. They then gain access to each of these profiles 
(as released by the EPIC administrator) via their own personal Catalyst Platform where they can 
engage in self-directed learning, compare their DiSC style to their colleagues and get tips for 
more effective interactions in real time. 

3.   How long will the assessment take to complete? 
The full Everything DiSC Workplace® on Catalyst™ assessment will take approximately 20-30 
minutes to complete. If using existing data from a past Everything DiSC® assessment it will take 
approximately 10 minutes to complete. Learners who upgrade from a DiSC Classic assessment 
will take the full Everything DiSC Workplace® on Catalyst™ assessment. 

4.   Why the change? 
Company culture is a growing focal point for modern business’s, however culture change 
doesn’t happen on its own, hence the need for a “Culture Catalyst”. Catalyst is designed to 
change the way we do things and create lasting behaviour change while accommodating a 
move to more online and self-directed learning. 

5.   How is Catalyst different to what is currently provided in MyEverythingDiSC®? 
Both Catalyst and MyEverythingDiSC reinforce concepts learned in an Everything DiSC® 
training and enable participants to go deeper into their DiSC style and get real-world tips for 
connecting with colleagues. MyEverythingDiSC was designed as a follow-on experience to 
the facilitation and the profile. Catalyst is a holistic, fully integrated digital learning platform that 
combines the assessment, a learner’s DiSC results, personalised content, and the comparison 
capability. It can be used in the virtual and/or in-person facilitation OR on demand and acts as a 
single access point for the learner throughout their DiSC journey.

6.   How is Everything DiSC® on Catalyst™ different to a traditional Everything DiSC 
application? 
Immediately relevant and applicable, Catalyst acts as a personalised, on-demand single access 
point for learners to call on throughout their DiSC® journey. Contextualised learning allows 
participants to apply what they learn with their colleagues and more easily come back to DiSC 
to help achieve lasting behaviour change.

See it for yourself:

Interactive Demo
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7.   How do the Everything DiSC® applications work together within Catalyst™? 
Learners begin their Everything DiSC on Catalyst experience with Workplace. From Workplace, 
EPIC administrators can extend the learning journey to include Agile EQ™, which can be 
unlocked in EPIC for just 10 credits. Management and Productive Conflict will also be available 
for extended learning later.

8.   Is Everything DiSC Agile EQ available as a stand-alone experience within Everything 
DiSC® on Catalyst™? 
No. The Everything DiSC Agile EQ on Catalyst add-on experience requires the Everything 
DiSC Workplace on Catalyst base experience. This means that to experience Agile EQ on 
the Catalyst platform, the total investment will be 25 credits for a new learner (10 credits for a 
past DiSC learner who took advantage of the free upgrade to Everything DiSC Workplace on 
Catalyst) and will include all the Workplace content on the Catalyst platform. 

9.   What is included in the Everything DiSC Agile EQ on Catalyst add-on experience?  
With Everything DiSC Agile EQ on Catalyst, learners will receive their personalised Agile EQ 
content on the Catalyst platform and their DiSC Profile report will be expanded to include the 
Agile EQ content.

10.   Are the survey questions the same? 
Yes, the respondent survey remains the same, however participants respond questions on all 
four Everything DiSC® profiles at once. The assessment includes the base DiSC questions, 
plus those used to measure Workplace priorities, Productive Conflict priorities, Management 
priorities, and Agile EQ mindsets. As a result, learners will not have to take new items when 
they are given access to future Catalyst content (when additional content becomes available). 

11.   How is the Your DiSC Profile report different from the traditional Everything DiSC  
Workplace® Profile and the Everything DiSC® Agile EQ™ Profile? 
Many of the pages in the Your DiSC Profile report will closely resemble the content found in 
the Everything DiSC Workplace and Everything DiSC Agile EQ Profiles, and the personalised 
information remains largely the same. Notable changes include the following:

•  Introductory pages have been added that allow each module to be facilitated 
independently, if desired. 

•  The Three Key Strategies for Effectiveness from the Workplace profile now follow the 
Motivators & Stressors page.

•  To support modular facilitation, a table of contents page has been added at the 
beginning of the report.

• Modules have been renamed and some minor rewording of definitions and concepts.

•  A new page, Learning to Stretch, has been added to the last Agile EQ™ module to help 
participants determine which mindset they’d like to work on first. 

12.   Is there still a PDF report with the Everything DiSC® Workplace on Catalyst™  
experience? 
Yes. The PDF report is called Your DiSC Profile and can be generated from EPIC or Catalyst.
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13.   What is the price for Workplace on Catalyst? 
If completed from scratch, Everything DiSC Workplace® on Catalyst™ is available for 15 credits. 
Until December 31, 2022 however you can update any completed Everything DiSC® profile to 
Catalyst for FREE using existing data. After December 31, 2022 it will cost 5 EPIC credits to 
upgrade a Workplace profile to Workplace on Catalyst™. If upgrading from a different profile to 
Workplace (i.e. Productive Conflict) then this will cost 15 EPIC Credits.

14.   How many credits is the Everything DiSC Agile EQ on Catalyst add-on experience? 
The Everything DiSC Agile EQ add-on experience is available to Everything DiSC Workplace® on 
Catalyst™ learners for an additional 10 credits.

15.   Is my Everything DiSC® Workplace Certification still valid? 
Your Certified Everything DiSC® Workplace Facilitator credential will not be impacted by 
Catalyst™ and covers the facilitation of Everything DiSC on Catalyst™. 

16.   Why are Everything DiSC® Sales and Work of Leaders not included? 
Sales questions are not included because they are sales specific and not relevant to learners 
in other roles or functions. Work of Leaders questions are not included because they would 
substantially increase the length of the assessment.

17.   Which Everything DiSC® applications are available for use on the Catalyst™ platform? 
Everything DiSC Workplace® and Everything DiSC Agile EQ are both now available on Catalyst. 
Everything DiSC Management and Productive Conflict will be released at a later date.

18.   Are DiSC style podcasts available on the Catalyst™ platform? 
Yes. DiSC style podcasts are available within the Your DiSC Style section of the Catalyst 
platform. Learners will only gain access to the podcast that coincides with their DiSC style.

19.   When will the other Everything DiSC® applications be available on Catalyst™? 
No dates have been released however we will keep you updated!

20.   Will learners be able to personalise their report on the platform? 
Not currently.

21.   Is Catalyst™ an “open universe” like MyEverythingDiSC.com (where everyone has 
access to everyone else, even if they are in different organisations)? 
No Catalyst is a closed environment and EPIC administrators allocate the learner to an 
organisation so that they have access to their colleagues only.

22.   Do users have to invite/accept invitations from others to see them and their DiSC® 
information within the People section on Catalyst™? 
No, users are automatically connected to others from within their organisation who are also  
on Catalyst. Users can choose to turn off the share with colleagues’ function in their privacy 
settings so that their DiSC style details, and Comparison Reports are not visible. Users not 
sharing their profiles will appear blanked out with no details shown and will not be able to view 
their colleagues’ information either. This can be reversed at any stage to take advantage of the 
personalised learnings.
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EPIC & Administration
23.   Is the Catalyst platform replacing EPIC? 

No. EPIC is an administration platform that is designed for Everything DiSC® Authorised 
Partners and in-house facilitators to administer, distribute, and manage Everything DiSC 
assessments and reports—including the Everything DiSC Workplace on Catalyst assessment 
and report. Catalyst acts as a single access point for the learner throughout their DiSC journey. 

24.   Can EPIC administrators use existing data from other profiles? 
Yes. Existing data can be used from any Everything DiSC® or Five Behaviors profile to upgrade 
to an Everything DiSC Workplace on Catalyst for FREE up to December 31, 2022. Post this 
date, existing Workplace data can be used to upgrade to Workplace on Catalyst for 5 EPIC 
credits, or from any other DiSC application for 15 credits. Learner will still need to complete the 
additional assessment questions.

25.   If I use existing data does that mean the participant doesn’t have to answer  
any questions? 
No, the participant will still have to answer more application specific questions. Since 
participants are completing four profiles upfront, even using existing data from one profile, they 
will still have questions to answer, completion time will just be shortened.

26.   Can EPIC administrators use existing data to convert an Everything DiSC on Catalyst 
profile to a standard Everything DiSC Workplace profile? 
No, not currently.

27.   Do participants receive their results automatically? 
Yes. Participants receive their results instantaneously upon completing the survey. You will see 
in EPIC that when sending out the links that the view section is automatically set to “yes”. 

28.   What supplemental reports are available with the Everything DiSC Workplace® on 
Catalyst™ experience? 
The Supplement for Facilitators Report, Group Culture, Team View, Comparison Reports and 
Facilitator Reports are all available with Everything DiSC® on Catalyst™. 

29.   Will Catalyst learners have access to MyEverythingDiSC.com? 
No. As the Catalyst platform delivers the same functionality of MyEverythingDiSC and more, 
users of the Catalyst platform will not have access to MyEverythingDiSC.com. 

30.   Can we brand the Catalyst platform and reports with our logo? 
No, not currently. To help connect learners with their organisation, the Catalyst platform 
references the company name of the primary Partner account in both the welcome email and 
the platform. In the footer of the Catalyst platform, it will say:

•  “brought to you by [ORGANISATION NAME]” (the name of the client organisation you 
either selected from the database or that you created when you assigned the Catalyst 
access codes)

•  “in partnership with Intégro Learning Company” 

31.   Is an organisation I create in EPIC visible to all EPIC administrators? 
Yes. Any organisation that is created will be added to the database and visible to all EPIC 
administrators in the future.
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32.   Can a learner be assigned to multiple organisations? 
A single access code can be assigned to one organisation only. If a learner would like to be a 
part of more than one organisation, they must be assigned an additional access code, create a 
new learner login using a different email address, and complete the assessment again. 

33.   When a learner leaves an organisation, can their DiSC information be removed from 
Catalyst, or transferred to a new employer? 
Yes, learner accounts can be deleted, or you can remove a participant’s access to the platform 
but maintain the record in EPIC (recommended) or you can transfer profiles to a new account. 

Facilitation
34.   How do I gain access to the Catalyst facilitation materials? 

The Catalyst facilitation materials will be available for download at http://register.everythingdisc.
com free of charge with an Everything DiSC Workplace® or Everything DiSC Agile EQ 
Facilitation Kit serial number purchased prior to December 31 2022. If you don’t have access to 
an Everything DiSC Workplace® or Agile EQ Facilitation Kit, contact us to purchase one or visit 
our store: https://www.integro.com.au/product-category/facilitation-kits/ 

35.   What is included in the Everything DiSC on Catalyst Facilitation Kit?  
The Everything DiSC on Catalyst Facilitation Kit uses a short-format, modular design and 
includes virtual and in-person facilitation options to ensure a customised experience. The Kit 
includes Workplace and Agile EQ content, featuring virtual and in-person training modules, 
video, and activities. 

Workplace Facilitation Modules:
• Fundamentals Module 1: Your DiSC Style

• Fundamentals Module 2: Your Colleagues

• Workplace Module 1: What Drives You

• Workplace Module 2: You and Other Styles

• Workplace Module 3: Build Better Relationships

Agile EQ Facilitation Modules:
• Agile EQ Module 1: Your EQ Strengths

• Agile EQ Module 2: Beyond Your Comfort Zone

• Agile EQ Module 3: Develop Your EQ

36.   What is the cost of the Everything DiSC on Catalyst Facilitation Kit? 
The Everything DiSC on Catalyst Facilitation Kit is available for $1,600+GST. If you own or 
purchase a Workplace or Agile EQ kit on or before December 31, 2022, you will be eligible to 
access a free upgrade to the Catalyst kit. This upgrade includes both the Workplace and the 
Agile EQ facilitation content, featuring both virtual and in-person training modules. 

37.   Will the free Everything DiSC® on Catalyst™ Facilitation Kit upgrade on the registration 
site expire? 
The offer doesn’t expire but is only available for Workplace or Agile EQ™ Facilitation Kit owners 
who purchased their kit on or before December 31, 2022. Traditional Workplace or Agile EQ 
Facilitation Kits purchased after December 31 2022, will not have access to the free upgrade 
but can purchase an Everything DiSC on Catalyst Facilitation Kit separately for $1,600+GST.
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Privacy & Security
38.   Does the People feature comply with global privacy laws? 

Yes. The Catalyst platform incorporates privacy and security in every feature, including the 
People feature. Each feature complies with GDPR, and with other privacy regulations like 
California Consumer Privacy Act. Wiley will continue to evaluate privacy needs for every future 
update. Specific actions taken to ensure the People feature compliance include:

•  At the Catalyst account creation stage, all learners are asked to accept the Privacy 
Policy and Terms of Use prior to engaging with the platform. This information covers the 
interactions on the People feature.

•  Catalyst, and the usage of the People feature, have been included in Wiley’s Privacy 
Shield certification and has obtained the TRUSTe seal by an independent third party to 
verify compliance with privacy regulations.

•  In compliance with privacy rules, learners can update their own data that is shared in 
the People feature in their Account information. While this does not allow learners to 
turn off the sharing of their DiSC® style information, it does offer the autonomy to ensure 
that their name, photograph, and department are accurate and complete.

•  Any learner at any time can ask to be removed from Catalyst by contacting their 
EPIC administrator. Administrators may delete a learner’s access code(s), which will 
completely delete the learner’s record in EPIC (including their Your DiSC Profile report) 
and their access to the Catalyst platform (as long as there are no other active Catalyst 
access codes for that learner). After this, the learner will no longer be able to log into the 
Catalyst platform and their information will not be visible to others in their organisation.

•  In the case of a learner who has access to Catalyst but changes organisations, 
administrators can edit a learner’s organisation within EPIC.

A high degree of care was used to create a high-quality learning experience that complies with global 
privacy regulations. We recognise that, despite this rigor, there may be clients and learners who are 
uncomfortable with this level of personal information sharing. In these cases, Everything DiSC on 
Catalyst might not be the best choice. We recommend offering another learning experience from 
within the Everything DiSC® Application Suite.

If you have questions that were not addressed in this FAQ document, please contact us.  
Phone: 1800 222 902 
Email: support@integro.com.au
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